
Managing change under 
an NEC4 contract



Presentation agenda

• brief review of section 3 of the NEC4 ECC 

contract

• consideration of the use of baselines

• new NEC4 updates and how that impacts 

assessing change

• compensation event programmes and assessing 

against the last accepted programme



31.2 - Items to be shown on the programme include:

• starting date/access dates/Completion Date/Key Dates

• planned Completion

• order/timing of Contractor operations to Provide the Works

• order and timing of work of Client and Others

• float

• time risk allowances

• health and safety requirements

• Plant & Materials from Client

• acceptances 

• information from Others

• other information Scope requires Contractor to show

• statements of how the Contractor plans to do the work identifying principal equipment and resources

programme issued in the form stated in the Scope

Section 3



Reasons for not accepting a programme

Under clause 31.3 there are only four reasons not to accept a

programme:

• the Contractor’s plans which it shows are not practicable

• it does not show the information which this contract requires

• it does not represent the Contractor’s plans realistically or

• it does not comply with the Scope

Project Manager has up to two weeks in which to accept or not 

accept the programme. 

If Project Manager fails to respond to programme within

two weeks, Contractor can notify this non-response. Failure to

respond within further one week by Project Manager will mean

that the programme is “deemed accepted”.
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Revised programme (32)

Shows

• the actual progress achieved on each operation and its effect 
upon the timing of the remaining work

• how the Contractor plans to deal with any delays

• other changes the Contractor proposes to make

How frequent?

• on instruction by Project Manager

• when Contractor chooses

• interval stated in Contract Data (32.2)



History lesson: clause 32.1 (ECC3&4)

The Contractor shows on each revised programme: 

• The effects of implemented compensation events      

and of notified early warning matters

Early warnings can be shown on the programme but

should not be impacting planned Completion or Key Dates

as they are still matters that only may occur

Non-implemented compensation events should be shown 

on the programme for events that are known have/will 

occur, but can only be impacting planned Completion at 

that point not Completion Date
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11.2(1)  Accepted Programme definition

The Accepted Programme is the

programme identified in the Contract

Data or is the latest programme

accepted by the Project Manager. The

latest programme accepted by the

Project Manager supersedes previous

Accepted Programmes.



Baselines – contractual versus project controls

• once a new programme is accepted it becomes the new “Accepted Programme” 
from an NEC contract  perspective

• the new Accepted Programme becomes the new “baseline” to assess progress and 
change against

• from a project controls perspective this would be an issue when managing earned 
value as resetting the baseline each period will reset CPI/SPI

• this will therefore require a separate management performance baseline to be 
maintained

• not particularly an issue, except just a fair bit more work to maintain two baselines 
and have rules on when the “project controls” baseline can be changed e.g. with 
implemented compensation events, major logic changes 



Systematic input of a CE into a programme

• Contract tells us that the effect of a CE should be measured 

against the planned Completion as shown on the Accepted 

Programme (63.5)

• (62.2) requests as part of the CE quote alterations to the 

Accepted Programme 

• (32.1) revised programme to show progress achieved on each 

operation and its effect on remaining activities

• (32.2) submit a revised programme anytime

• If two weeks since last programme acceptance – there is two 

weeks worth of progress that may or may not show a different 

picture once CE added



2013 article





2019 amendments - 63.5 now adds:

The assessment takes into account:

• any delay caused by the compensation event 
already in the Accepted Programme, and

• events which have happened between the date 
of the Accepted Programme and the dividing 
date



Systematic input of a CE into a programme

Sequence

• progress programme with works to date

• reschedule programme and check if any effect to Key Dates or 

planned Completion. If yes – reschedule to mitigate effect

• rebaseline (interim) programme

• input CE and reschedule programme to assess effect

• save and print a filtered programme demonstrating the effect 

the CE has had

• if there is a second CE to input at the same time then 

rebaseline once more and repeat the process to assess any 

FURTHER effect that the second CE has had



EXCAVATE

TEMPORARY WORKS

BACKFILL

INSTALL ACCESS ROAD

WEEK NUMBERS      2         4          6          8        10                    14       16 

PLANNED COMPLETION

INSTALL PIPE

REFURB BUILDING

• last accepted programme was week 6 – now week 8 

• CE001 involves 2 weeks additional works to “Refurb Building”

1. progress programme

2. re-baseline

3. input CE, add logic links and re-baseline 

Systematic input of a CE into a programme



EXCAVATE

TEMPORARY WORKS

BACKFILL

INSTALL ACCESS ROAD

WEEK NUMBERS      2         4          6           8        10                   14       16 

PLANNED COMPLETION

INSTALL PIPE

REFURB BUILDING

1. Progress programme

Systematic input of a CE into a programme



EXCAVATE

TEMPORARY WORKS

BACKFILL

INSTALL ACCESS ROAD

WEEK NUMBERS      2         4          6          8        10                    14       16 

PLANNED COMPLETION

INSTALL PIPE

REFURB BUILDING

1. Progress programme

2. Rebaseline (Interim)

Systematic input of a CE into a programme



EXCAVATE

TEMPORARY WORKS

BACKFILL

INSTALL ACCESS ROAD

WEEK NUMBERS      2         4          6          8        10                    14       16    17

PLANNED COMPLETION

INSTALL PIPE

REFURB BUILDING

1. Progress programme

2. Rebaseline (interim)

3. Input CE001, add logic links and rebaseline

CE001 ADDITIONAL WORKS

Systematic input of a CE into a programme



Multiple compensation events 

• never easy to manage multiple compensation events on a large fast paced project - they 
have to be assessed as they occur

• again, has to be a common understanding/intent that it is in both Parties interest to keep 
on top of these

• by agreement lots of small CE’s could be assessed as one for cost
• each period assess cumulative effect of that month's compensation events, and ensure 

that individual programmes/quotations once added together capture the full movement in 
Completion

• make sure that wherever there is a delay that there are “CE” labelled activities along the 
critical path that demonstrate the delay being claimed

• however difficult they are to assess now – it will only get worse with time and become 
more subjective



Example of a CE programme



Workshop Summary

• programme is to be used as a real management tool. Nothing 

clause 31.2 / 32.1 asks for the Contractor should not want to be 

doing for themselves.

• ensure the rules are set on managing project controls baselines 

in comparison to the NEC contractual baseline which will 

always be the last Accepted Programme

• new amendments to NEC4 2019 version clarify the contractual 

intent of how a compensation event should be assessed i.e. 

take into account progress and other compensation events 

since the last Accepted Programme

• all Parties should work together to ensure that there is a regular 

Accepted Programme so that there should be less subjectivity 

when assessing the impacts of compensation events



Workshop Summary
• programme is to be used as a real management tool. Nothing clause 

31.2 / 32.1 asks for the Contractor should not want to be doing for 
themselves.

• ensure the rules are set on managing project controls baselines in 
comparison to the NEC contractual baseline which will always be the 
last Accepted Programme

• NEC4 2019 version clarify the contractual intent of how a 
compensation event should be assessed i.e. take into account 
progress/other compensation events since last Accepted Programme

• all Parties should work together to ensure that there is a regular 
Accepted Programme so that there should be less subjectivity when 
assessing the impacts of compensation events



THANK YOU

Any Questions?


